Elstree & Borehamwood Residents Association
Minutes of Meeting for 13th November 2018
Date: 13th November 2018
Held at: St Theresa’s Church Centre, Shenley Road, Borehamwood WD6 1TG
Committee Members Present: Andy Lewis (Chair), Suzanne Alford (Treasurer) and John Fort (Hon Secretary)
_______
Updates Since Our Last meeting:
China:
Cllr Pat Strack (EBTC) informed us by email that the Chinese delegation hope to come at the end of November. A
programme of visits is planned to include education and sports. They are waiting for their visas to be approved. All
events they attend will be at no cost to the Town Council.
Liberty Aldenham:
Under this phase of the local plan, Liberty Aldenham who own the reservoir and land next to the Fisheries, who
twice had their planning application for building 170 or so homes, rejected, have now submitted the land under the
‘call for sites’. There are now two possibilities for this land – one being for employment and the other as a residential
for approx. 180 dwellings. Liberty Aldenham now have the Pegasus group on behalf of Taylor Wimpey as their site
promoter. So, if you have views one way or the other on this particular site then check out EMP1 and HEL171, under
the Local Plan proposed sites, for details of both options.
Reviva Compost Waste Site Update – HCC Planning Application Ref: PL\0903\18 (0/0431-18):
STENCH ELSTREE c/o Elsa Reyes
The Reviva update was given by Dan Ozarow, as Elsa Reyes from Stench Elstree was not able to attend the meeting.
He read out a statement from Elsa. The key points were:
 Odour problems were still on going.
 The problem started in 2011 and is still affecting residents seven years on.
 There is still no Plan of Action to totally resolve this issue.
 From what Elsa and others say, smell and observe, Reviva are allegedly still composting.
 There are two Planning Applications in from Hertsmere Borough Council and Hertfordshire County Council
and we are awaiting the outcome of both.
 Please everyone who is affected, continue to complain to Environmental Health Department, and ask for a
reference number of your complaint.
Pedestrian and cyclist crossing to go ahead at Stirling Corner:
Subject to funding, this crossing going across the southern side of Stirling Corner will be going ahead in 2020. EBRA
however would like to have further discussions with TfL as we feel this option will cause even more congestion and
gridlock and see if they can do some modelling on this option and the option we submitted.
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Local Plan Update:
As at the date of this meeting, Hertsmere were in the process of holding five public consultation events to discuss
the third stage of the ‘Local Plan Preparation Stages’. This was where they were engaging with the Hertsmere
community on the results of the ‘Call for Sites’ stage, whereby landowners and developers had put forward sites to
be considered for development e.g. housing or employment etc:
The public consultation events were being held on these dates:






Bushey - 7th November
Potters Bar - 13th November
Borehamwood - 14th November
Shenley - 21st November
Radlett - 22nd November

Andy went through the key sites that had been proposed by landowners and developers. Please see Appendix A for
these key sites, maps and other Local Plan information for the Elstree and Borehamwood area.
We were pleased to welcome Cllr Harvey Cohen, Portfolio Holder for Planning, who kindly attended our EBRA
meeting to update us, advise us and do a question and answer session.
The salient points of Cllr Cohen’s talk were as follows:
 These proposed sites were put forward by Landowners and developers including County Council and not by
the Borough Council.
 Not all of sites put forward at this stage will be developed.
 No sites have already been pre-decided.
 It’s important that we the public get involved in this stage of the ‘Local Plan’ discussion and make our views
known per proposed site. It is important to share our local knowledge, concerns and suitability’s etc of these
sites.
 There is a national housing shortage crisis. There is no option to not do anything e.g. no option not to build
more homes. We need to build more homes over the next 10 to 15 years. It is often asked how do we know
how many homes to build - From 2019 every Council will need to use a standard methodology to work out
housing numbers. At present we are expected to build 280/290 homes per year – this number could end up
being doubled – so we need to plan for 5-600 new homes each year.
 We have been building around 299 new homes per year in high density developments but will run out of
Brownfield sites after the next two to three years – we have 2-3000 homes already planned and given
housing permission to satisfy the current local plan (2012 -2027), many will be along the Elstree Way
Corridor, so going forwards the options are to build upwards e.g. blocks of flats/ tower blocks (Potters Bar
are in favour of building up) or build on Green Belt land.
 The majority of the infrastructure issues come under Hertfordshire County Council, and the CCG (Clinical
Commissioning Group), and will be resolved when the sites to be developed have been identified and are in
progress of being built and there are enough people in the new developments to warrant the provision of
the new infrastructure. However, there will be no new roads built other than those in any new village
settings.
 We have been in meetings with the CCG for the last 3 to 4 years discussing our medical facilities needs and
the CCG are unable to decide what facilities they want where. We will have an NHS Hub attached to the Civic
Council Offices but we are still waiting to find out what will be there. Although the Council will build it.
 After this Local Plan consultation process, the Council will consider all the sites and feedback and come up
with a list of sites based on many criteria. Amongst these many criteria, the most important criteria is
‘deliverability’ in terms of the amount of housing being able to be built within the short term (within the
next 5 years), medium term (5 to 10 years) and long term (10 to 15 years).
Cllr Harvey Cohen then answered some of the questions that had been pre-submitted ahead of our meeting and also
answered questions directly from the audience.
Please see Appendix B for the pre-submitted Questions and Answers.
Please see Appendix C for questions and answers raised during the EBRA meeting.
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To register your views and comments and ‘for’ or ‘against’ comments on these potential sites go to:
https://www.hertsmere.gov.uk/Planning--Building-Control/Planning-Policy/Local-Plan/New-Local-Plan-Planning-forGrowth.aspx and go to https://hertsmere-consult.objective.co.uk/portal/ and register to login or alternatively email:
local.plan@hertsmere.gov.uk and submit your views – one site per email.
The deadline for all your comments is midnight on 20th December 2018.
EBRA also highlighted a problem with the distribution of the Hertsmere Borough Council leaflet for ‘Planning for
Growth’ that was supposed to be delivered by Royal Mail to every home in Hertsmere but failed to be delivered to a
substantial number of homes in Hertsmere. The council agreed to have it redelivered by hand to the Farriers Way
Estate and Poets estate again. EBRA are continuing to seek answers as to what went wrong with the initial
distribution and to seek confirmation that lessons have been learnt and this method of delivery will not be used
again for such important communications. EBRA also requested an additional Public Consultation event to allow
people to attend who were late in being notified and also for a postponement of the deadline date to the New Year
but both requests were rejected.
Elstree and Borehamwood Train Station Redevelopment Programme Update:
The station is due to double in size as part of a £1.5m transformation scheme by Thameslink to ease commuter
congestion and improve facilities. The improvements have been funded by Department for Transport to Network rail
and the train company.
 The work has now started, constructor HA Marks construction is making changes ready for the main building
to close for extension work in the New Year. They have already demolished the coffee shop to make space
for a new temporary ticket office to the right of the station.
 The Nisa store will keep trading.
 All the assets murals and banners installed by First impressions will be moved and reinstated after the work
is completed.
Passenger improvements include:









Twice as large a concourse.
Six instead of four ticket gates to ease congestion.
Better ticket office and designed to prevent queuing.
Nisa store to be 50% bigger and integrated with the station.
New coffee shop will be the full depth of the station.
Two entrances instead of one and wider when combined.
Two exits to the platform instead of one.
New glass and steel secure cycle hub for 80 bike spaces.

Any Other Business:
Parking at the Station:
At the last Transport Forum on 24th October 2018, it was mentioned that ANPR cameras will be introduced into the
station carparks and anyone picking up/dropping off people will only have a 15 minutes grace period before they
need to buy a parking ticket! So, keep your eyes open for any updates.
Parking in the Boulevard:
We have heard that we may lose the free 3-hour parking in the boulevard due to it experiencing overcapacity issues
and this may also reduce the traffic congestion in the area. However, the data was based on historic information
from a few years ago. So, we will be looking into this in due course.

Other Events
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2018
 17th November – Elstree Mozart Players Concert at Allum Hall - 7-9pm
 18th November – NSPCC Christmas Fayre – Allum Manor 10-4pm
 25th November – Christmas Lights Switched on 2 - 4pm All Saints Church
2019:







12th January – All Saints – 11 – 1pm: A Year in photos
9th February – All Saints - 11 - 1pm: Writing and a Concert
9th March – All Saints 11 – 1pm: Youth makes music
13th April – All Saints 11 -1pm: Young Performers
11th May – All Saints 11 – 1pm: Town Pre Festival
22nd June - All Saints: Town Flower Festival

Please contact Cllr. Pat Strack, Leader Town Council, if you have any general enquiries.
EBRA Matters:
EBRA – Committee – we need your help:
EBRA have a very tiny committee of currently about three people and we desperately need more people to help us.
Do you have any spare hours each bi-monthly period to help us? If you are able to help in anyway this would be very
much appreciated. We need researchers, letter writers, people to help out on the night of our meetings to put out
chairs etc, ideally someone who can either help do the teas and coffees and/or run the membership desk at our
meetings and welcome in attendees and sign up new members and take subscription payments etc – training will be
provided. Andy does the agenda and power point presentation and Sue does the membership admin and minutes.
Going forward, if anyone else is interested in doing the minutes please let us know, so Sue can be freed up to do
more campaigning etc. We have one internal meeting for about two hours during the week before the next public
meeting, so there is not a big demand on your time. We really need more of you on board to achieve our aims and
goals! Although we are a small committee, we have plenty of fun too.
Next Meeting:
Our next meeting is on 29th January 2019 at 7.50pm at St Teresa’s Church Hall, 291 Shenley Road, WD6 1TG.
Our future meeting for 2019 are on Tuesdays on these dates:






19th March 2019
21st May 2019
2nd July 2019
24th September 2019
12th November 2019
The End

APPENDIX A:
If you wish to view the original images please refer to these two documents:
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 https://www.hertsmere.gov.uk/Documents/09-Planning--Building-Control/Planning-Policy/LocalPlan/Housing-and-employment-displays-generic-web-2.pdf
 https://www.hertsmere.gov.uk/Documents/09-Planning--Building-Control/Planning-Policy/Local-Plan/Finalversion-of-sites-document-printed-version.pdf
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APPENDIX B:
As requested, here are the answers to some of the key questions submitted to Cllr Harvey Cohen from EBRA
members before our EBRA meeting:

In the last local plan, Hertsmere had to build so many thousands of homes, did they reach that target? Do they
know how many homes have been built, if not, then any future target must mean nothing?
Hertsmere’s current Core Strategy covers the period 2012-2027, so it is too soon to say if we have met the total
housing target of 3,990 new homes over that time period. However, if we take the average annualised figure of 266,
then we are currently delivering more than this per year. The latest land supply report on our website (which sets
out the position as at March 2017) shows that 1,575 new homes have been completed – an average of 315 dwellings
a year. The strategy team are currently updating this information for the current monitoring year – but I can confirm
that this trend of delivering above the annual target is continuing.
Where is the infrastructure e.g. more GP's, better roads etc? Can the sewage system deal with all these extra
homes? If the population is increasing so much then is he (Cllr. Harvey Cohen) pressing the police to provide extra
officers?
Infrastructure provision is a key factor we need to take into account when preparing a new Local Plan and deciding
which sites to allocate for development. We have just published a baseline Infrastructure Delivery Plan on our
website, which sets out the current position regarding key infrastructure issues (capacities and deficits). The
engagement document itself includes a summary of some of this information at the start of each settlement section.
One of the reasons we are carrying out the current engagement on sites is to allow infrastructure providers,
emergency services, as well as local residents, to let us know which areas / sites would exacerbate existing issues
and where there may be potential for larger sites to help to resolve existing issues i.e. by providing a new site for a
primary school or GP surgery as part of the new development. We can then discuss these issues further with
infrastructure providers as we begin the process of narrowing down site options.
Regarding police officers – my understanding is that the police force works on a reactive basis – only looking at
policing levels when there have been actual changes in population in an area. All we can really do is ensure they
know in advance what / when and where these population changes are likely to be.
Regarding the sewage system – we have consulted Thames Water as part of this engagement process and any
response they give will be publicly available. Work on a ‘Water Cycle Study’ for the whole county has been
undertaken by specialist consultants, overseen by Officers at HCC and the districts. Whist this study has yet to be
formally published, the study does not indicate any issues with the sewage system in Hertsmere which can’t be
resolved through localised improvements, as are usually required as part of new developments.
Why don't Hertsmere insist on having solar panels on all new builds?
It is hard for us to require this for a number of reasons. Put simply, (a) Solar panels are not the most effective
solution on all buildings, due to the orientation or roofs etc and (b) Government have made it clear that since the
removal of the national Code for Sustainable Homes a couple of years ago that they do not want Councils to set local
requirements such as this (I think because they felt it was too expensive and onerous for developers). We can
however look again at our policy requirements as part of the Local Plan review and will take things as far as we can in
terms of the sustainability of buildings.
When considering the acceptability of releasing land for development, how much weight does Hertsmere put on
(a) likely traffic impact on existing access routes, (b) current accessibility by sustainable modes - walk/cycle/bus,
(c) commitments by developers to accommodate and prioritise sustainable modes, including supporting bus
routes during start-up phase as site becomes occupied so that services are there as soon as residents appear?
Research shows that people's travel habits can more easily be changed when they reach major break-points in
their lives, e.g. moving house. It's very difficult to change them later, e.g. after they've already bought a car
because there were no alternatives at the time.
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Transport issues – including factors such as existing congestion, road capacity and the availability of sustainable
modes of travel are all factors that are taken into account when narrowing down site options. One of the reasons
that the current engagement focuses on the larger sites (250 homes plus estimated capacity) is that larger sites
obviously have the potential to integrate sustainable transport measures within them. Officers have already worked
with colleagues at HCC to carry out a high-level transport assessment of all of the strategic sites and this is on our
website (and summarised in the engagement document itself):
We have also commissioned a run of the county-wide transport model (called COMET) to look at the expected
impact of different levels and distributions of growth.
However, there are a range of other factors that also inform which sites are ultimately allocated, such as:

Flood risk

Impact on Green Belt

Impact on wider landscape

Local infrastructure capacity.
What is the new number of homes on the Hertswood school site where the Ark Theatre was, it started out about
300 and I believe it's something over 400? Where was this change published and how much extra 106 money did
we get and what has it been used on?
301 homes were approved on the site of the former Upper Schools site and are now under construction. No
additional homes have been approved. There was no s106 financial contribution because the site was subject to the
Community Infrastructure Levy which resulted in a charge of £1.9m being paid. CIL funds are not ringfenced to a
particular project but the Council’s CIL Investment Panel recently met to review over 50 CIL funding applications for
local infrastructure projects, including a large number in Borehamwood and the recommendations from the panel
will be reported to the Council’s Executive at its meetings in December and January.
If Bushey can have a nice new health centre why couldn't we have a nice new health centre replacing Elstree Way
Clinic which will be under greater demand?
Land has been reserved in the Elstree Way Corridor Area Action Plan for a new health centre and the Council funded
the Clinical Commissioning Group’s work in preparing a business case for the new facility here. We continue to work
closely with the CCG but ultimately responsibility for delivering a new facility and determining which service
providers use it, lies with the CCG and we understand that it has not yet finalised its plans for the new facility.
What is happening to the Sainsburys Distribution depot?
This is announced on their website so is in the public domain - https://www.panattoni.co.uk/specbuild/borehamwood.
A company called First Panattoni, the UK development arm of Panattoni Europe, the largest developer of logistics
facilities in Europe, have acquired the site and is scheduled to start work on a 350,000 sq. ft redevelopment of the
site in 2019. At this stage it is not known which businesses will occupy the new facility but detailed planning
discussions have commenced with the Council ahead of the anticipated submission of a planning application.

APPENDIX C:
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Questions and answers about the Local Plan asked at the EBRA meeting:
Key: HC = Cllr Harvey Cohen
Pamela Craven from Studio Way said Potters Lane is a nightmare and she can’t get to her hospital appointments
due to traffic and she is worried about being trapped in her home.
HC replied in summary that we do need additional schools and this land was gifted to the Council and that the
Maxwell Park option would have had a far greater impact on more people and the area it’s in.
Tamara Ozarow – moved from Edgware and loves the greenbelt and is worried about the potential housing
development next to the Fisheries pub. She complained about local infrastructure issues e.g. traffic on the A5 and
how long it took to get a blood test. She asked if we can better use unused/not fully used premises in Centennial
Business Park for accommodation?
HC replied that we all love the greenbelt and that these are only proposed plans to build homes on that site. Also,
that we are only looking at building on 3% of the Green belt in this area. We have been in discussions with Schopwick
surgery and the CCG for some time discussing the service and parking provision, ideally, we want a multi-purpose one
with parking in the area but no decisions have been made.
The Centennial Business Park is there for employment needs and the council have done both housing and
employment assessments and need to ensure there are premises for 8000 - 9000 jobs over next 15 years (in a range
of different types of industry) and going forward we need to be able to meet the changing needs of employment and
businesses e.g. providing different types of premises that are needed e.g. offices, warehouses, start-up business
facilities etc. Plus, business parks need local housing developments to better enable people to walk, cycle or use
public transport etc to get to work.
Jonathan – We all want to protect the Greenbelt but what voice do we really have? Also, how do we know what
sites are suitable? Where are the details per site?
HC – we all have a strong voice – Bushey have set up an action group. You need to look at valid reasons for objecting
but as well as objecting we need to know what sites you do support for housing. Make your argument in a structured
manner. Sites near Potters Bar could be suitable for a few thousand homes and that could add up to the required
number and Borehamwood therefore wouldn’t need to build anymore. Get yourself organised regarding action
groups etc. There are no backhanders by developers, too many people are involved and any council decisions
objecting to any development could go before the Planning Inspectors.
Regarding your second question - there is a list of criteria and information per site in the Local Planning Booklet –
‘Planning for Growth – Potential sites for Housing and Employment – October 2018’ - available on the HBC website https://www.hertsmere.gov.uk/Documents/09-Planning--Building-Control/Planning-Policy/Local-Plan/Final-versionof-sites-document-printed-version.pdf
Angela Emmerson – I’ve been to cabinet and planning meetings. I’ve asked questions and feel they have not been
answered honestly, correctly and truthfully. I asked about the accommodation needs assessment and I wanted to
know the set number of how many homes have been built or are needed and not had any answer. I understand
it’s not clear.
HC – I can explain that the number is not clear at the moment due to a number of factors and that the decision hasn’t
been made yet.
Regarding planning permissions for the houses in Potters Lane. Why are you allowing many houses to be built
without the adequate infrastructure? I also hear it’s a done deal regarding building 800 homes on Cowley Fields.
People don’t have a voice.
HC - We ‘have to’ grant permission to build these houses. HC refuted that a deal had been done.
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Marcia from Elstree – People don’t want building on the greenbelt or buildings going higher but people may
actually prefer more high-rise buildings rather than building on green belt land. Has this question been asked?
HC – problem with these types of questions is that there are about 100,000 people living in Hertsmere and half may
say yes and half may say no to building higher buildings. From discussions with people, the majority of people have
said yes to the proposal to building a garden village near London Colney and that’s on Green Belt.
Cllr J Newmark – Thanked Cllr Harvey Cohen for attending this evening. Then addressed those present that the
bottom line is if you don’t want to see more building in this area you need to respond to the consultation, get
organised, need to pressure authorities and promote the garden village proposal to fulfil its requirement without
touching this area. But infrastructure issues are our main concern. We would like your help with this. The Local
Government Act could be used by the Borough Council to address the areas’ well-being e.g. bus services, NHS
facilities etc.
HC – Any infrastructure needed, needs to be funded. We need to wait for the HCC and CCG to get the money for
these.
Cllr C Kelly – To expand on the Garden Village proposal, it would make sense and it would mean the infrastructure
would all be in one place including schools. Tower blocks were tried in the 1960’s and 70’s and they didn’t work
and were a disaster. I’m going to be controversial and say that I don’t believe the greenbelt is sustainable in this
day and age and that there’s too many people being squeezed in to the ‘concrete belt’ that many of us live in.
There’s no room to expand - we need to go out or build higher. Eighty percent of the land in Hertsmere is green
belt, we are living in the 20% bit and there are areas of the green belt that are not areas of outstanding beauty
that could be built on, which amount to 2 -3% of the green belt.
Michael Lawson – expressed his concern about the reduction to 292 bus service. He would like the council to
encourage people to use the busses more. It doesn’t help when the council’s website says get out of your car
earlier and walk (rather than use the bus)!
HC - You are right. This will be a key strategy in the local plan to make buses more accessible. The main reason for
much of our congestion is school traffic. In some countries, parents aren’t allowed to drive their children to school
and either walk them or they use yellow buses to get to school. We need to reassess parents driving their children to
school and blocking the roads and get children to walk to schools instead etc.
Lady in audience – I’m a Governor at a local primary school with 100 spare places and I know that lots of primary
schools are undersubscribed, So I’m wondering what information the decision was based on regarding the Potters
Lane school?
HC – The HCC do very detailed projections - we know we have a deficit of school places at present but based on
projections over the coming 2 – 3 year’s, we will need more school places and there won’t be any spare places. You
can write to the HCC and ask for this information. One thousand new homes are due to be built in the EWC and the
children will need these school places.
Paula – We represent and support a local Horse sanctuary in Elstree, however a care home has been proposed for
that land. How does that affect us and what are our chances of not being kicked off the land?
HC – We need to provide care homes for our aging population, there’s a deficit of care homes in the area and it will
be a provider of employment and a care home needs to be local to where staff may live. You could argue, for
example, that this site might be in the wrong place, or that there’s a lack of provision for horses in the area and this is
an important sanctuary for horses.
Tony De Swarte - When looking at the map of the area, you can see lots of smaller green areas that no one wants
and the infrastructure can’t take any more volume of people or traffic etc. Before the war, the underground was
coming from Edgeware to Elstree and Bushey but was abandoned after the war due to the Green Belt Act. Why
can’t we have a smaller one (train line) joining to the new proposed Garden Village on the lines of the A41 where
the railway used to be?
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HC – to build an extra tube line or extend any train line and station will cost millions and millions of pounds and you’ll
need to build at least 20,000 homes to warrant an extension to any train line.
John Cartledge added that it was not a good idea to extend the Northern Line as that doesn’t have the capacity to
cope at present.
Claire Crossan - Re. Potters Lane/Cowley Hill – it’s a working farm that’s been voted on to be destroyed! New
school was going to share facilities with Hertswood Academy, so why take the land of the horses?
HC – Horses are ‘tenants’ on the land and that’s down to land owner, who has put this land forward, and not part of
the planning decision and he’s got to give notice to the current tenants. It’s not that we want the new school there
but the land was gifted to the Council and there is no other site. At the public meeting the majority of people didn’t
want the school built at the Maxwell Community Centre.
Dan Ozarow – Who will want to purchase a home near Reviva regarding the on-going ‘stench’ issues? For those of
us who have houses here, will our house prices collapse when all these houses are built?
HC – Reviva has posed a serious problem and we have been fighting to resolve this problem and they appear to be a
law to themselves. We need the public to keep contacting the Environmental agency to report the stench problems.
Housing prices – Hertsmere is one of the top unaffordable areas in the UK and by building more homes this should
make them more affordable. 35% of those built will be affordable.
John Cartledge – It would be helpful to know not just the aggregate total of homes units needed but the numbers
of different sized housing units and the impact that they will have on the neighbourhood. E.g. if hundred people
need accommodation – is that 100 x one bedroomed flats or 20 x five bedroomed houses etc
HC – There is a separate department who analyse future demographics and the size of housing units and future care
home needs. This information goes to the Planning Inspector and there is a strategy and studies to provide the
correct range of different sized housing units.
Patrick O’Donnell – On behalf of the Green Belt Society, why have planners dismissed the Mere (next to The
Fisheries pub) which is the bit of green belt that they want developing to preserve the Aldenham reservoir
facility?
HC - Cllr Bright and myself have been fighting, and have had many meetings, to keep the reservoir. We were
surprised the Green Belt Society wanted to sacrifice this bit of green belt and we said it wasn’t necessary and we were
proven right as the developer did not close the reservoir and it has remained open. We have put pressure on the
developer to make sure it stays open.
*****
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